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Dear Parents & Carers, 

 

This week the activities are based on the book ‘Tiny Little Fly’ by Michael Rosen.  These activities are only 

suggestions and are not compulsory.  The main thing is that you and your family are safe and well. 

 

If the children want to let me know what they have been doing or just want to say hi you can get hold of 

me on the Weduc app.  I’m on the app as Nursery Rio.  I would love to hear from them and you. 

 

Best Wishes 

Mrs Roy 

 

Tiny Little Fly 

If you don’t have a copy of the book it can be found on youtube.  I’ve included the link.  As with any link to 

youtube please ensure that you watch with your child, or are nearby to monitor.  I have watched this clip 

but not the clips that follow after it.   

 

Books 

Tiny Little Fly by Michael Rosen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6ct3a4ja2g 

 

Once your child has watched the story once, let them watch it again and see if they can join in with the 

repeated phrases, e.g. “Tiny little fly, my oh my!” 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Talk about feelings. Ask  your child how the fly might feel when the other animals tried to catch him.  
Encourage them to think about what the fly could have done if it felt frightened or afraid or just didn’t want 
to play catch.  Perhaps the fly did want to play but was worried that the other animals might play too 
roughly, what could he have done then?   

Understanding the World 

The World.    Show children pictures of different jungle animals and together explore their common 
features e.g. number of legs, what their faces and feet look like.  Encourage your child to look for 
differences between the animals e.g. a monkey has hands and an elephant has tusks.  If your child 
answers in one or two words use what they have said a repeat it back to them in a full sentence.  Eg. Child 
says, “hands.”  Adult replies, “That’s right, a monkey has two hands.”  Child says, “Tail.”  Adult replies, 
“Yes look, it has a long tail.” 

Writing & Reading 

Hearing and saying the sound t.  Play ‘Kim’s game’.  Put a selection of objects starting with the sound t 
on a tray.  Say each word putting extra emphasis on the initial sound.  Hide the tray and objects under a 
tea towel.  Remove one object without your child seeing and hide it.  Remove the tea towel and ask your 
child to tell you which object you have removed.  Don’t worry if you don’t have a lot of objects at home that 
start with the sound t, use a variety of objects starting with a variety of sounds instead.  Some objects that 
start with the sound t:  toothbrush, toothpaste, toy tiger, train, teaspoon, truck, tinsel. 

Writing.  I am going to attempt to send via Weduc a simple name writing template.  If you have access to 
a printer at home you might like to print the sheet out.  Each day you could ask your child to trace over one 
of the names written on the sheet.  Ideally your child should hold their pencil or felt tip in a tripod grip.  
However Nursery children build up the muscles in their hands and some children may not be ready quite 
yet to use this grip.  The main thing is that you talk with your child about the shape of the letters in their 
name and encourage them to mark make.  The following link explains the correct way to hold a pencil 
(tripod grip) https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Eq6ggYR-aeY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Eq6ggYR-aeY
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Expressive Arts 
 
Song - The Animal Boogie - Encourage your child to listen to the words and take part in the actions.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25_u1GzruQM 
 
Song - The Jungle Song - This song is sung to the tune of ‘The Wheels on the Bus’.  In class I would 
normally give the children a shaker but you could make up your own actions for each animal.  I’ve included 
the shaker actions in brackets in case you do have this musical instrument at home. 

 
The snake in the jungle goes wiggle, wiggle, wiggle. (hold shaker flat on the floor and wiggle it around) 
The elephant in the jungle has a great big trunk. (hold shaker from nose like a trunk and sway) 
The monkey in the jungle goes climb, climb, climb. (Hold shaker upright and make it climb up an imaginary 
tree) 
The turtle in the jungle has a hard, hard shell. (Knock on the head of the shaker with knuckles) 
The leopard in the jungle has spots, spots, spots. (Point to your spots with the shaker) 
The frog in the jungle goes jump, jump, jump. (make shaker jump on floor) 
The bird in the jungle goes fly, fly, fly. (make shaker fly through the air) 
 
Drawing - Ask your child to draw a picture of the tiger from the story.  Encourage them to think about the 
pattern of its fur and what colours the tiger’s fur is. 
 

   
 
  
Numeracy 

Positional language.  Song - Where’s the monkey?  - This song encourages the children to think about 
positional language.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idJYhjGyWTU&list=PLisGMvEDQqYvdNtbcofKhzRk5FWAAtJUu&inde
x=12 
 
Repeating Patterns.  Check out www.busythings.co.uk.  Play the game ‘Line up.’  This can be found in 
Mathematics/Mathematical Patterns. 
 
Repeating Patterns.  Check out Level 1 on  https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-
patterns  Children need to complete the repeating pattern by deciding what shape and colour to use.   
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25_u1GzruQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idJYhjGyWTU&list=PLisGMvEDQqYvdNtbcofKhzRk5FWAAtJUu&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idJYhjGyWTU&list=PLisGMvEDQqYvdNtbcofKhzRk5FWAAtJUu&index=12
http://www.busythings.co.uk/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns

